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The CLEAPSS locally managed RPA Service – how it operates
Notes:
1
2

3

4

The flow chart (overleaf) should be read in conjunction with these Notes.
The Ionising Radiations Regulations 1999 require that an RPA should be “consulted” to determine
whether an RPA needs to be “appointed”. In most scenarios some sort of records of the sources
held by schools already exists. Some of these records may not be very accurate or up to date.
However, we believe that they will be sufficient to determine that an RPA does in fact need to be
appointed. If there are no records at all then LAs/Brokering organisations may as well collect the
information in the format which will be required later on anyway (Form 1).
Part of the model involves each LA/brokering organisation appointing a contact person, who will
have a liaison and monitoring role. We call this person the Radiation Protection Officer (RPO).
CLEAPSS will provide training for them.
Various Forms and Model Letters/forms are referred to in the flowchart. The letters & forms are
intended to cover all the likely situations. The letters will need customising in detail for each
LA/Brokering organisation but the format should ensure that appropriate advice is given on all
relevant matters. The scope of each is shown in the following table.

RPA Form 1
RPA Form 2
RPA 1

Letter RPA 2 or RPA
2a

RPA 3
RPA 4
RPA 5
RPA 6
RPA 7
RPA 7b

One completed for each school; gives details of the sources held, etc.
Sent by the RPA to the RPO asking how the information for Form 1 was
gathered, what monitoring is carried out, what training has been provided, etc.
Description of the CLEAPSS RPA service. Sent to LA/Broker, at the start of the
process, telling them of the need to “consult” an RPA, the information needed,
the arrangements, etc.
Letter from CLEAPSS following “consultation” saying the LA/school employer
does need to “appoint” an RPA, advising next steps and including a template
for the employer to use as the ‘letter of appointment’ RPA 2a is a modified
version of RPA 2 designed for use where schools/colleges are included where
the employer is not the organisation through which the RPA cover is being
provided.
Letter of advice from RPA, with paragraphs covering each of the likely
scenarios (this is the main letter of advice from the RPA to the LA/Broker).
No longer used
Letter from RPA following “consultation” saying there is no need to “appoint” an
RPA (unlikely to be used).
Role of the RPO.
Application to join the CLEAPSS RPA service
Application to broker membership of the CLEAPSS RPA service from a non LA
organisation

* Note 1 – The RPA who is “consulted” to determine the need for an RPA may not be the same as the one
eventually allocated to the organisation
** Note 2 – In some scenarios the brokering organisation may be providing services to schools where they
are the employer and to ones where they are not – in this case they will need to secure completion of RPA2,
RPA2a as appropriate.

The CLEAPSS locally managed RPA Service (see explanatory Notes) (March 2014)
LA/Brokering Organisation approaches CLEAPSS for RPA Service.

LA/Broker needs to “consult” RPA now. CLEAPSS sends Service Description (RPA1), Application
form (RPA7 or RPA7b) Role of the RPO (RPA 6) and Form 1 to LA/Broker.

LA/Broker sends CLEAPSS a completed copy of application form RPA7/RPA7b (identifying an
RPO9s) along with either copies of existing records of radioactives held or completes RPA Form 1 for
each school.

RPO
training
required?

Yes
CLEAPSS acting as an RPA body
determines whether an RPA needs to be
appointed or not. (An RPA has been
“consulted” (see flow chart notes 2).

No

RPO (s) attends
CLEAPSS training

LA /Broker does not
need to appoint..
CLEAPSS sends letter
RPA5 to LA/Broker

Yes
An RPA needs to be appointed. CLEAPSS allocates and RPA to the LA/Brokering organisation
sends e-mail to LA/Broker identifying the allocated RPA along with appropriate letter(s) of
appointment (RPA2/RPA2a/RPA2)

LA/Broker is the employer in the schools
The LA/Broker returns RPA2 on headed paper
to CLEAPSS identifying RPO(s) with contact
details.
The LA/Broker sends a list of schools to be
included to CLEAPSS

LA/Broker is not the employer in the schools

CLEAPSS Sends copy of RPA2 to RPA along
with any Form 1s already held

As RPA2a’s are returned to CLEAPSS copies
are forwarded to RPA – along with any existing
form 1’s already held. Office manager sends an
invoice to the LA/broker at appropriate intervals
CLEAPSS offers training to RPO

CLEAPSS sends an invoice to the LA/Broker
CLEAPSS offers training to RPO

The LA/Broker sends copies of RPA2a to each
school (identifying the RPO) Schools copy this
onto headed paper, sign it and return it to the
broker who signs and returns a copy to
CLEAPSS **

RPO
training
required?

Yes
If not already supplied, RPA asks RPO to arrange for each school to complete Form 1 which they
return to the RPO
RPA sends Form 2 to LA/broker and raises any questions with RPO.

RPO (s) attends
CLEAPSS training

RPO returns Form 1s & Form 2 to RPA and answers RPA’s questions as necessary.

Once sufficiently detailed information has been received from the RPO,
RPA issues Letter of Advice (letter RPA3) to LA/Broker or school and copies it to CLEAPSS.

CLEAPSS monitors
advice given by RPA.

RPA send copy of Form 1 to CLEAPSS

RPO monitors that RPA advice and the guidance in L93 is being followed in schools.

Queries or problems?
Routine
RPO or school should contact the CLEAPSS Helpline.
CLEAPSS will refer to RPA if the advice required is outside the scope of L93.

Unusual

RPA always available to
offer further advice and
to check that previous
advice is being
implemented
appropriately.
RPA invoices
CLEAPSS annually on
anniversary of first
invoice.

